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Senate Resolution 1186

By: Senator Williams of the 19th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending the 2012 Senate aides for their exemplary service; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, each year the Senate relies on the citizens of Georgia who are interested in the2

legislative process to work as aides to the Senate committees and its leadership; and3

WHEREAS, these individuals are from many varied backgrounds and from all areas of this4

state and have demonstrated a commitment to ensuring the efficient and effective5

administration of Senate committee hearings; and6

WHEREAS, the Georgia Senate has been very fortunate to have had the exceptional service7

of legislative aides, whose work has been marked by a devotion to helping citizens and a8

constant commitment to the highest standards of excellence; and9

WHEREAS, chairpersons and members of the standing committees and Senate leadership10

salute each of these 24 individuals for their hard work and a job well done: Samir Malik,11

Dwight Roberts, Cody Whitlock, Joshua Edmonds, Yosra Khalifa, Barbara Landrum, Shaun12

Adams, Steven Elrod, Jackie Waynick, Cassandra Skaggs, Zach Johnson, David Lightle,13

Diana Terzyan, Brett Zupan, Zoie Thompson, Zach Lois, John Sharpe, Katherine Middleton,14

Chris Sloan, Jeremy Kobus, Brooke Jordan, Merry Hunter Hipp, Bruce Borowsky, and Emily15

Williams; and16

WHEREAS, these distinguished Georgians' hard work and dedication have been enormous17

assets to the citizens of Georgia, and all the members of the General Assembly greatly18

appreciate the invaluable service of aides who enable their business to run smoothly and19

successfully.20

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body21

commend the Senate aides for the 2012 regular session on their superb performance and22

convey their best wishes to each of them for success and happiness in their future pursuits.23
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed24

to transmit appropriate copies of this resolution to each of the 2012 Senate aides.25


